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adidas seems to be getting fruitful results from its latest release of "Forum" and "low" shoes". Take a look at this Adidas Forum, and
the shoe's Black / Green matching shoes look like a watermelon, and the color of the rich vamp corresponds to the white midsole and
the red highlights, which add to the quality of the shoes. Look at this Adidas Forum low, the orange vamp is like a pumpkin, with white
and pink bottom strip. These two shoes are Adidas's latest production of Consortium series, is now designated stores hot sale.
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When you have to choose that winter footwear, you should consider the Nike ACG series of shoes, with its all-weather, absolutely can
provide you with good protection and warm performance in harsh winter weather. This time the Nike ACG Lava Dunk High new, with
a brown suede uppers all material, design is airtight, shoelace buckle used outdoor shoes commonly used D - loop shoelace buckle,
black lace collocation highlights the outdoor feeling. The big white EVA in the bottom rubber color collocation, elastic and damping
also provides good abrasion resistance. But the color is in the ACG series is the most low-key color, maybe it just to meet the
outdoor shoes color and some love feeling low-key friend's heart, this is now available for sale at Concepts, love friends please pay
close attention to it.
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